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Mike Kelley’s Rocket at the November Sport Launch
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Pratt Hobbies is proud to an-
nounce that we are now a
QUEST dealer!  Contact us for
all your Quest and MicroMaxx
p r o d u c t s .

Check it out at

www.pratthobbies.com

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Mention your NARHAMS
membership on

the online order form for a
Special Ludicrous Discount!
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About NARHAMS
NARHAMS serves Baltimore, the state
of Md., Washington DC and the
surrounding Metropolitan areas. The
club is a section of the National
Association of Rocketry (NAR) and we
are the oldest continuously active model
rocket club in the United States, first
established as a high school club in 1963,
changing our name to NARHAMS when
chartered as a NAR section in 1965.
NARHAMS is the only seven time
winner of the NAR “Section of the Year”
award.

Years won: 1997, 1998, 1999, 2001,
2004, 2006, and 2007

NARHAMS members regularly fly their
model rockets at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center on Soil Conservation Rd.
in Greenbelt Md. The launches are open
to the public and are held the first
Sunday of every month (weather
permitting), starting at 1 PM.

Sport Launches are usually held the third
Saturday of every month at Old National
Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. Check
the web page for updates.

NARHAMS welcomes all prospective
new members to our monthly meetings.
They are held on the first Saturday of
the month from 5:30 to 9:30 PM at the
College Park Airport Annex Building.
Dues are 10 cents a week, with an initial
50 cents up front (good for 5 weeks) as
a sign of good faith.

Monthly meetings available on-line via
chat-room, simply go to the NARHAMS
homepage and click on the link.

Directions to College Park Airport:

Follow I-495 to Kenilworth Ave. South.
Make a right onto Paint Branch Parkway,
then make a right on Cpl. Frank S. Scott
Dr. At the airport entrance go straight to
the Operations Building, the annex
building is adjacent to the “Ops”
building.
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ZOG-43 is the official newsletter of
NARHAMS the National Association
of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section # 139

NARHAMS is the oldest model rocket
club in the United States!

ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model
rocketeers of all ages, abilities, and
interest. We are committed to
providing the most current, up-to-date
information on model and real world
rocketry, and to provide educational
material as well as entertaining
information. ZOG -43 is published bi-
monthly and is available to anyone on
a subscription basis. Current rates are
$10 for email or $15 for meeting
pickup or $20 for postal mail U.S.
Funds for 6 issues a year, payable to
NARHAMS   Material in ZOG -43
is not copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper
credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

For more information.....

If you have any questions about ZOG-
43 or NARHAMS, or if you have any
comment(s),  correspondence, free
merchandise or if you’d like to submit
an article, send them to :

ZOG-43,
1404 Sweet Cherry Court
Severn, MD 21144

E-Mail ZOG-43 at:
zog43editor@yahoo.com
 Zog-43 Editor: Jennifer Ash-Poole

Welcome New Members

Returning Members
Jim and Caroline Berg
Thomas Rackers
Ed Pearson

****************************

Save up to 20 % at
Hobby Works when
you show your club
membership card.
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2013 – It’s Going to be a Very Lucky Year!

     NARHAMS gathered it’s finest at the November planning meeting to assemble the launch and meeting schedule
for next year.  Thanks to all of you who have volunteered your services and time, the launches, meetings and topics
program is nearly complete for the entire year.  We have a thoughtful and comprehensive schedule due to the
innovative and creative minds found in our section.  Dr. Chris Kidwell has already diligently posted the calendar of
events on our website with due dispatch.

      We are pleased to report that our popular programs will be back in 2013.  We will be having everyone’s favorite
pot luck dinners at both the July business meeting and at the Holiday Party in December.   Other popular repeats from
past years are the Night Launch in September, the Movie Night in October and the exciting Triathlon fun event to be
conducted at the August sport launch.

      2013 will include four launches at the Carroll County AG Center.  These launches will be advertised publically
for the first time during the upcoming year.  We are now completed with the try-outs for this new site and we have
upgraded a launch system to accommodate away pad launches at the AG Center field.

      The Apollo contest at the Goddard Visitor Center is of course one of our foremost public outreach programs.  It
will be held during the second Sunday in July 2013 in order that it doesn’t conflict the 2013 NARAM.  Jennifer Ash-
Poole will be taking over the reins for the Apollo Contest.  Please give some thought to keeping yourself available to
help Jennifer as she conducts this high-profile event.

      In keeping with NARHAM’s tradition, much thought and consideration was put into planning the contest flying
schedule for 2013.  We scheduled our East Coast Regional Meet (ECRM) contest events to duplicate some of the
contest events already announced for 2013’s National Association of Rocketry Annual Meet (NARAM).  We have
also scheduled a piston launching presentation at the January meeting and an ECRM events discussion to be
conducted at the March meeting.  I was very impressed with the thought and planning displayed by our contest
experts Jennifer Ash-Poole, Kevin Johnson, Jim Filler, Chris Kidwell and John McCoy.  I doubt that many other NAR
sections can boast a membership that includes such accomplished and forward-thinking contest flyers

      With the contest flying schedule in place, we then focused on having some fun during 2013.  Fun events are those
creative (and somewhat frivolous) activities that anyone at any skill level can join in and bond together as a NAR
section.  We have scheduled a Styrofoam ‘Snowball Spot Landing’ event in (naturally) January, a ‘Presidential
Payload’ (i.e. figurines, photos and coins) launch in (when else) February, a ‘Paratrooper Spot Landing’ event in
April, a ‘Cowboy Hat Day’ (because I look like Clint Eastwood?) at the June Sport Launch and the ever-popular
military rocket/missile launch theme (in commemoration of our veterans) during the November sport launch.   We
will be having a dry erase board at the Mt. Airy field during 2013 that will advertise and provide some instructions
for the monthly fun themes in order that the general public can partake in our fun events during our sport launches.

      The complete Calendar of Events, along with all the NARHAMSters who graciously volunteered to be launch
managers, refreshments coordinators and theme presenters, can be found on the NARHAMS.org website.  I am
personally looking forward to listening to your theme presentations, tasting your refreshment selections, watching
your rockets soar and whooping your *bleeps* during the contest events.

      On behalf of all the officers of NARHAMS, I wish each and every one of you a happy holiday season and a
healthy and prosperous new year.

Alex Mankevich - King Zog
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October Sport Launch
Old National Pike Park
by Mark Wise

      After a long, hot summer, NARHAMS deserved some nice fall weather
for a club launch, and the October sport launch did not disappoint.  The
morning air felt crisp, clouds were few and high, and we were ready for a
busy day.
      Alex Mankevich and I met at Dunkin’ Donuts in New Market, where
we grabbed a cup of coffee and a doughnut or two.  Driving to the storage
locker, we discovered that you can stuff most of the range gear into a
Chevy Impala and a Ford Focus, but it’s not easy.  Fortunately, Dick
Moran met us at the field, and he had a big enough vehicle to haul the big
stuff.  Thank you, Alex and Dick, for hauling the gear and setting up the
range!
      John McCoy brought some new clip leads for the launch rack.  He’s
been experimenting with insulating materials, which should resist rocket
exhaust a bit better and help the leads last longer.  We would give it a try
on rails 1, 2, and 3.
      We opened the range shortly after 10:00, with a two-hour window for club members only.  Chris Kidwell made
the first flight of the day, a qualification attempt for the club kitbash competition.  Staging a B6-0 to an A3-4, the
model went unstable near first-stage burnout.  The recovery system deployed a split-second after impact, for the day’s
Best Midwest-Qualified Flight (at least until the Cub Scouts showed up).
      Next up was Mike Kelley, with his ASM on a C11-3.  Arrow-straight boost, perfect deployment, a short walk for
recovery.  Mike followed this flight with his Color Me Gone, an original design on a C11-3 that drifted a whole lot
farther, but still landed well short of the rocket-eating trees.

      Next off the pad was John McCoy with his Micro Pumpkin Stack, a stack
of tiny plastic jack-o-lanterns flown on a MicroMaxx.  Appropriately enough
for a Halloween-themed launch, this was the rocket’s 13th flight.  Although
the shock cord separated, the model came down undamaged.  He went on to
fly a downscaled Yellow Jacket, T-3 Javelin, and EAC Viper, along with the
Halloween-themed Franken-Spaceman and a FlisKits Mudwasp modified to
fly as a three-engine cluster.  All in all, a good day for John!
      Jim Baird also kept with the Halloween theme, using spider and cobweb
stickers to good effect on his “Spider” Tomahawk and his Vampire 2.  He
also turned in two nice flights on Khufu’s Pyramid, a rear-ejection pyramid
that flew nicely on a D12-3 for its first flight, and equally nicely on an E9-4
later in the day.
      Alex flew his kitbash, called TurboStager, staging an A8-0 to an A8-5.
His unique fin design made for a nice roll during boost, and he turned in a
qualified flight.  Jim Filler proxy-flew Raul Pena’s kitbash project, staging
an A8-0 to an A8-3.  It flew well, but the upper stage landed in the trees as
the wind began to pick up.
      We made one exception to the members-only window.  By
prearrangement, Jonathan Plane made a dozen flights of two more or less

                                                              identical payloaders, all with B6-4 motors and all carrying an altimeter.
                                                               Despite one separation, Jonathan turned in a consistent series of good flights,

and we wish him well in his science fair project.
      Other members and regulars flying that day included Jef and Ellen Fineran, Frank Panek, Chris Greco, Dick
Moran, Thomas Henderson, Natalie Shafer, Rachel Shafer, and Dexter Burke.  I’d love to say more about their

flights, but with 104 launches during the day, we just don’t have the space.

Mark Wise and Don Carson as RSOs
(photo by Jef Fineran)

Those D*$N Rocket Eating Trees!
(photo by Jef Fineran)
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      We opened the field to outreach at noon.  Bob Ekman brought out
two TARC teams from Explorer Post 1010.  Both teams turned in good
flights, but one of them landed in the trees.  The wind became stronger
after noon, which led to lots of weathercocking and some long walks
for recovery.  Fortunately, nothing came down near the far soccer
fields, which were in use for most of the day.
      The Cub Scout pack turned up earlier than expected, which caused
some problems.  John Stalnaker arrived right on time (thank you,
John!), but the Scouts had already been there for half an hour.  This
caused some problems.  Looking back, we should have shut down the
range for a safety and operations briefing for the Cub Scouts, but we
didn’t do so and it led to the sort of range discipline you’d expect from
young people who’d never flown rockets before.  In some cases, the
parents were worse than the kids – at least the kids had sense enough to pay attention when we yelled at them!
Thanks to John and to Ole Ed, who helped prevent complete chaos, and additional thanks to Ole Ed and Dick Stafford
for pulling shifts as RSO.
      To make matters worse, the pack hadn’t asked for help with their build session, and these were easily the worst-
built rockets I’d ever seen.  Fins and launch lugs were attached with masking tape, glue joints were weak and easily
broken, and the general level of craftsmanship was poor.  As the RSO, I felt extremely uncomfortable approving some
of these rockets for flight, but I had to balance range safety against heartbroken Cub Scouts.  I hope never to be put in
that position again!
      We flew until about 4:30, a bit past the scheduled closing time, but a few club members had a bit of flying left to
do.  We packed Rack 1 into John’s van for troubleshooting (rail 3 wasn’t working), and loaded the remaining gear
into Jef’s pickup.  Thanks to Jef, Ellen, and Alex for getting the range equipment back to the storage locker.
      The day saw a total of 104 flights, of which 24 were Cub Scout launches.  Here are the statistics:

By motor:
MMX - 6
¼A  - 1
½A   - 1
A  - 19
B  - 32
C  - 19
D  - 11
E  - 3
F  - 1
G  - 3
Staged  - 6
          (A10-0/A8-3, A8-0/A8-5, B6-0/A3-4, B6-0/B6-6,

     C6-0/C6-3, D12-0/D12-3
     Cluster  -  2 (3xMMX, 2xC11-3)

October Sport Launch (cont)

Cub Scout putting his rocket on the rack.
(photo by Frank Panek)

Jef Fineran’s Super Alpha
(photo by Jef Fineran)

Ole Ed Pearson helping out a scout.
(photo by Frank Panek)
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Micro Model Magnifying Corner:
By “Micromeister” : John McCoy  - Nar-15731

Micro Para-Chutes,Sheets & X-forms:

Many may wonder if any micro model really
requires a recovery system at all.  Short answer is nearly
always yes.  While most will recover fine on Teflon
streamers as we discussed last time.   Some heavier (over
12g) micros can benefit from the softer landing on a
micro chute.

I’ve used Space Blanket mylar, 1/2 mil Comp
chute mylar, Lots of thin plastic shopping bags and even
3/4oz rip-stop nylon on a micro Chute or two.
Construction is identical to their standard size model
counterparts.   These canopies can be set up or 6, 8 or 12
shroud lines depending on your preference.  I prefer 6 for
most 3" to 6" chutes.

Shroud lines are another concern; these must be
very lightweight and strong.  13lb 2-strand Kevlar thread
fits this bill very well.  For years I’ve purchased 600yr
rolls of this thread from Edmund Scientific http://
scientificsonline.com Checking stock today cat
#3034863 as available at 19.95/roll.  I’m sure other very
lightweight, thin threads will work just fine keeping in
mind the very tight spaces we’re filling.  Attached this
month is a handy canopy layout sheet that can be used
cutting 6 shroud chutes.

Attaching Shroud can be done by knotting or
with Silver adhesive backed trim Monokote ¼” x 3/8"
strips.   I’ve found using a ½” blue Styrofoam plug with
a tiny piece of FP wadding protects these tiny chutes
from the charring ejection charge of our MMX-II motors.
Talc baby powder works wonders on helping these tiny
chutes open on the coldest winter or muggiest summer
days.

Editor’s Note: 1/8A PD is an event at ECRM and
NARAM, so I have dug into my archives and found this
helpful hint on making parachutes.

Rocket Blog

Wayne Hale is retired from NASA after 32 years. In his
career he was the Space Shuttle Program Manager or
Deputy for 5 years, a Space Shuttle Flight Director for 40
missions, and is currently a consultant for SAS and full
time grandpa.

Wayne's blog focuses on the Columbia accident and what
it was like being a senior member of the shuttle program
ten years ago. He delivers frank, honest views about the
culture and thinking of NASA at the time, and how that
may have contributed to the accident and subsequent
investigation and actions.

The writing style is conversational and clear, dipping into
descriptions of the everyday role of a program manager
and flight director on the shuttle program. He gives a
great understanding of what it was like for him during the
build up to the loss of the Columbia, and it's a very
interesting read. I could easily see the blog posts becom-
ing the core of a book about the disaster.

Why you should read it:
If you are interested in the inner workings of NASA. If
you want to understand how one of the most tested pieces
of space equipment failed in a massive and tragic way. If
you want a human and personal story of a major event.

http://waynehale.wordpress.com/

An anonymous picture taker says these are really good.
Probably good to keep rocketeers going out on the range.
(Or to bring as a refreshment to a meeting!)
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Outreach!

A flashback to the 60’s and early NARHAMS days? Nope! “The Beast” helped
Kevin Johnson and Jim Filler do a cub scout outreach in November. Jim even had
to push it to get it started when something happened after a meal stop.  (Thank
goodness for stick shift!)

Swansfield Elementary School Rocket Launch Day
by Jennifer Ash-Poole

      Last year, Ed Pearson had gone to Swansfield and did a talk, and launched rockets built by the 4th grade class.
This year, the teachers contacted Goddard again to see if Ed could come. The Visitor Center forwarded the request to
me. I helped the teachers obtain the rockets and engines, and a plan was made to get the finished rockets before
launch day so I could prep them and fix any problems There was about a 25% rate of rebuild. By the end, I could
rebuild a Quest Starhawk in 15 minutes.
      Luckily, Alec Waterhouse offered to come help, and so I get everything prepped but the ignitors.
      Thursday morning, November 29, was cold, but promised to be bright and sunny. I got to the school at 9am,
where I knew I was going to get another 10 rockets to fix and prep. As I was walking in, the principal was doing the
announcements, and was telling the school about the rocket launch that day. Alec joined me at 9:30 and we set up the
rack out in the back field.
      At 10am, I did a rocket/NASA talk, while Alec put ignitors into engines. He finished the first two groups of
rockets before we needed to proceed to the back playground. We had 2 parents who had come to help as well, so we
had good crowd control.  The wind was low, the sun was bright, and the smiles on the kids were priceless.
      The classes were coming out in 3 groups, so we had about 30  rockets to launch per group. After 2 groups were
finished, we got a lunch break and ate sandwiches courtesy of the school. Alec and I were making jokes that we might
want to see what the kids were having. Maybe chicken nuggets or pizza?? We debated, but agreed to the sandwiches
from a local deli.
      Our last group launch started after lunch. It was the smallest group, and a lot more quiet than the first two. We
were finished before school let out, and had everything packed back into the truck. I went home and took a nap.
      Alec’s first foray into outreach was a success. He did great, assisted the kids, fixed rockets and ignitors, and
enjoyed the colorful rockets the kids had decorated.  He didn’t like the glitter ones for some reason. Me, I think
model rocketry needs more glitter.
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Area-51 – An Uncensored History of America’s Top Secret Military Base
By Annie Jacobsen, 2011, Little, Brown and Co.
IBSN 978-0-316-13294-7
 A Book Review  by Alan Williams NAR 14137

      Super airplanes and spies… Astounding technology and unspeakable secrets hidden in the vasty deep of history.
Hard-eyed grey aliens staring as sizzling amnesia probes burn into your brain…? And why is this book glowing?
      L.A. Times writer Annie Jacobsen’s book claims to give us a complete history of the legendary Area 51 facility
and its impact on American life. By its nature, the subject is complex and murky. It’s had many names: Groom Lake;
Watertown Strip; Rachel; Paradise ranch; or Dreamland. It’s official identifier ties it closely with the national nuclear
test range which was its cover and parent.
      While many stories of how the secret CIA U-2 Angel and A-12 Oxcart (which begat the Auir Force SR-71)
development programs happened are familiar, she adds insight on the way the place itself was created and functioned.
She also shows the way these aircraft transformed from civilian spy platforms to military recon assets. There are also
many stories of men who worked in the programs. She gives relatively less attention to the stealth aircraft that will
likely be the place’s most important legacy. Much of the book deals with the political infighting and minutia of the
Nevada Test Site, while ignoring Area 51 itself for long, long stretches.
      Areas of particular interest to space fans are the stories of Apollo astronauts training in bomb craters and the
almost-forgotten NERVA nuclear rocket program. These engines flowed liquid hydrogen through the core of open
ended reactors. The searing temperatures within energized the fuel without need of oxidizers. A specific impulse well
over 800 was possible. Unfortunately the engine, exhaust, and everything nearby became hellishly radioactive. All
handling had to be done by remote control, including storing it under a mountain when not in use. Contaminated by
various test events, workers still avoid static test area near the edge of Jackass Flat 40 years later. Again, this all
occurred at the Nevada Test Site rather than Area 51.
      Unfortunately, her prodigious research and extensive interviews have also yielded one big old hot mess. Jacobsen
bookends her Groom Lake stories with the fables of UFOs, captured German scientists, uncaptured German
scientists, secret weapon conspiracies, and unsurprising security measures. The book is so full of basic science errors
you could turn finding them into a drinking game.
      Big loopy digressions through technical and personal histories abound here. Some are really funny; others are
sloppy or just preposterous.
      When things got slow, workers would paint outlandish aircraft shapes on the airport ramps and hot them with
heaters to bait the Russian infrared spy satellites.
      She is shocked, shocked!! To find that the old Atomic Energy Commission was careless about safety and lied
about stuff a lot.
      She includes the curious tale of an Area 51 guard who claimed to have driven across Ground Zero of the largest
atmospheric test ever at the NTS area.  Less than 50 minutes after an explosion five times the size of the Hiroshima
bomb, he raced through wildly radioactive flame and debris to man a security post at Area 51 (just northeast of the
detonation point). During his 12 hour shift he ate a sandwich, then cooked beef stew on his truck’s engine as bomb
haze and fallout inundated the area. Groom Lake was so contaminated it had to be abandoned for the next three years.
Yet his health was unaffected, while my relatives miles away in St. George, Utah had much less pleasant fates. This
needs explaining.
      And most annoyingly, Jacobsen seeds huge segments of the book with various UFO-tastic “Revelations”; and
mixes in stories of flying wings and Nazi saucers. She then explains the famous alleged :Roswell Saucer Incident:” as
Joseph Stalin’s post-war plot with infamous Nazi medical experimenter Josef Mengele to create panic and fear in
America. She doesn’t much say why empty desert near Roswell was a better target that, oh Chicago or New York
City. Then she has whole chapters on the really secret secrets…
      At the same time, she gleefully disposes of the “moon-landing-faked-at-Area-51” loons and their own tales of
dark mystery in the desert.
      I can’t figure out if she is trying to be “fair and balanced” or just can’t decide which way to bounce.
      So, unfortunately, this book is a lot like the angel food cake your barmy old aunt insisted on serving when you got
dragged along on family visit days; big and fluffy on the plate, but a squishy disappointment when you got down to
business. It’s mostly not worth the effort, even if you liked the little pepperminty bits in the icing. Or was that her
Thorazine?
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November Sport Launch

by Bradley Grant

      The Weather gods were very nice to us for our
November Sport Launch. The temperature was in the
mid-50’s and with lots of sun and little wind, it
guaranteed a nice turnout. Indeed we did have a very
nice turnout. We had 35 Rocketeers launching rockets
on this day for a total of 120 flights.

      Alex and I met at the Storage shed and met John
McCoy up at the field to set up.  John had the all-in-one
rack that he did some major repair work on and it looked
fantastic.   After setting everything up the range was
opened around 10 am. While there were not many
people here at this time Mike Kelley did treat us to
awesome G-powered Flights.

      As they day progressed more folks showed up to
the field and he had 4 NARHAMSTERS complete their
Kit Bash  flights.  The one that stood out most to me was Kevin Johnson’s Ganymede Probe. Kevin flew this rocket
on a C-6-3 and it had very nice flight with a parachute deployment.

      We also had a a TARC Team bring several rockets for practice with some very nice flights ( and no lost
altimeters!!) There were also three Walls of Daring flights

      Towards the end of the day Thomas Henderson and Rob
Edmonds gave us several very nice glider flights. Of those
flights, the neatest one I thought was Tom Henderson’s
Geminee-Thunder Number 2. This particular rocket had two
gliders and both deployed for a nice recovery.

      I want to thank everyone who helped setup and take down
the range on Saturday and I also want give a special thanks to
Alex Mankevich and Jim Filler for helping me at the Range
Table.

Group at pad load up while Jim Filler supervises
(Photo by Brandley Grant)

The Bergs show up with their rockets
(Photo by Alex Mankevich)

A rocket launching from the pad.
(Photo by Jef Fineran)
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Weather:
low to mid 50’s Sunny, winds light and variable

Rocketeers:
35 Total 18 adults and 17 under eighteen years of age

Range Open: 10 am

Range Closed: 3:47 PM

Number of Flights: 120

Engine Breakdown
MMX 8
A 13
B 54
C 19
D 6
E 8
G 5
Multi-stage different sizes 4
Walls of Daring on which I didn’t get engine
classification: 3

More November Sport Launch photos and Stats

Alex giving the thumbs up on range setup
(Photo by Brandley Grant)

Maria Ha showing off her kitbash.
(Photo by Tom Ha)

A rack full of kitbash models.
(Photo by Alex Mankevich)
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           Year in Review with Pictures!
A collection of pictures that the Zog hasn’t printed yet.

Alex Mankevich showing off a rocket.

Chris Kidwell doing data at NARAM 54

The Jims! (or at least 2 of them.)

Jennifer, telling people to stop
spending club money!

Kevin Johnson prepping at the WSMC
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           Year in Review with Pictures!
A collection of pictures that the Zog hasn’t printed yet.

John McCoy showing off a new micro max model

Jim Baird taking a picture

Goober, Goober’s mom, and Chris Flanigan
watching the action at the WSMC.

Glider overachievers!
(Don Carson, David O’Bryan, Kevin Johnson)

Does anyone recognize the guy in this picture?? He is half the
man he used to be.  (The Finerans ready to launch.)
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New Year’s Resolutions

The editor did a short survey and asked for New year’s resolutions. See if you can match the resolution to the
member.

Paint rockets better (3 different people said this) Support a DC Outreach event
Work on making consistent fillets Work out kinks to 1/8A PD and 1/4A HD
work on doing FAI models better Stop spouse from buying more plastic model kits
place in the top 4 at a NARAM event Do more promotion of club events on the web site
sell off smaller rockets Get Level one with Estes Levithan on an H55 or H123
Build ‘em bigger and fly-em higher Write more articles for Zog-43

Members to match up (names listed more than once means they sent in more than one resolution)

In alphabetical order:
All members
Jennifer Ash-Poole
Jef Fineran
Jef Fineran
Bradley Grant
Tom Ha
Tom Ha
Tom Lyon
Chris Kidwell
John McCoy
Mary McCoy
Frank Panek
George Rachor

Look what the editor found on display at HobbyWorks in
Laurel. You could have your very own Amanda!
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NARHAMS 2013 CALENDAR
Jan 5 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Piston Tech (John McCoy) College Park, MD
Jan 6 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Jan 19 10 am – 3 pm Sport launch: Snowball Spot Landing (Alex Mankevich) Mt. Airy, MD
Feb 2 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting,  Show and Tell College Park, MD
Feb 3 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Feb 16 10 am – 3 pm Sport launch: Presidential Payloads (Jim Baird) Mt. Airy, MD
Feb 23 10am - 4pm Ag Center launch (Jennifer Ash-Poole) Westminster, MD
Mar 2 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, ECRM Event Discussions  (Various) College Park, MD
Mar 3 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Mar 16 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch: Ping pong Ball Spot Landing (Tom and Maria Ha) Mt. Airy, MD
Apr 6 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Rule Change proposal discussion (Jim Filler) College Park, MD
Apr 7 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Apr 20 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch: Paratrooper Spot landing (John McCoy/Alex Mankevich) Mt. Airy, MD
Apr 28 noon – 5 pm Rockville Science Day, Rockville Community College Rockville, MD
May 4 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, ECRM building session College Park, MD
May 5 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
May 12 7 am – 5 pm TARC 2013 Finals The Plains, VA
May 18 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch: Wall of Daring (Kevin Johnson / Frank Panek) Mt. Airy, MD
Jun 1 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Making metal gizmos (John McCoy) College Park, MD
Jun 2 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Jun 8-9 9am - 5pm NOVAAR Regional Meet The Plains, VA
Jun 15-16 10 am – 4 pm ECRM-40 Regional Meet (Jim Filler) Mt. Airy, MD

Events: 1/4A HD, A RG, 1/8A PD MR, B SD, SpSc (Sunday, Cowboy Hat Day)
Jun 22 10am - 4pm Ag Center launch (Mark Wise) Westminster, MD
Jul 6 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Pot Luck Picnic (Mark Wise) College Park, MD
Jul 7 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Jul 14 12pm-4pm Apollo Contest (Jennifer Ash-Poole) Greenbelt, MD
Jul 20 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch (Frank Panek) Mt. Airy, MD
Jul 28 –Aug 3 NARAM-55 Aurora, OH

Events: 1/8A PD MR, 1/4A HD, 1/2A ALT, A PAY, A RG, B SD, C DEA,  R&D,  Scale
Aug 3 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, NARAM Recap College Park, MD
Aug 4 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Aug 17 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch: Triathlon contest (Chris Kidwell / Brad Grant) Mt. Airy, MD
Sep 1 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Sep 7 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Elections College Park, MD
Sep 14 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch: Night launch (Jim Filler) Mt. Airy, MD
Sep 21 - 22 9am - 5pm  Capital Cup FAI World Cup The Plains, VA
Sep 28   10am - 4pm Ag Center launch (Mark Wise) Westminster, MD
Oct 5 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, Ole Ed movie night (Ed Pearson) College Park, MD
Oct 6 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Oct 19 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch: Flying Ships (Maria Ha) Mt. Airy, MD
Nov 2 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting, 2014 Planning meeting College Park, MD
Nov 3 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Nov 16 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch: Military Rockets (Bradley Grant) Mt. Airy, MD
Nov 23  10am - 4pm Ag Center launch (Mark Wise) Westminster, MD
Dec 1 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD
Dec 7 5:30 – 9 pm Holiday party, Greenbelt Community Church Greenbelt, MD
Dec 21 10 am – 4 pm Sport launch: Mid-power theme Mt. Airy, MD

Note: Sport launches at Mt. Airy are open to NARHAMS members only for the first 2 hours, and open to everyone
thereafter.
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Launch Schedule

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
 December 2, 2012

SPORT LAUNCH
December 15, 2012

Mt. Airy, MD

PUBLIC LAUNCH
Goddard Space Flight Center

Visitor’s Center
January 6, 2013

SPORT LAUNCH
January 19, 2013

Mt. Airy, MD
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